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Executive Summary
THIS MEMO DOCUMENTS A TIMELINE OF MAJOR EVENTS OVER THE COURSE OF FACEBOOK’S HISTORY THAT DEMONSTRATE THE
UNPRECEDENTED POWER THAT THE PLATFORM WIELDS OVER POLITICS AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS GLOBALLY. IT HIGHLIGHTS WHY
AUSTRALIA SHOULD BE CONCERNED WITH REGARD TO OUR UPCOMING ELECTION.

This memo covers the following:

●

●

Tracing back five years, this report shows how Facebook has
undermined democracy in the Philippines, Ethiopia, Myanmar, the
US and Australia.

●

It proposes three overarching directions for future Australian
regulations:
○

A ‘Black Letter Law’ by default approach

The timeline reveals numerous incidents of serious societal harm,
and a repeated pattern of behaviour by Facebook:

○

Requiring greater transparency around the inner workings of
tech companies

○

First, the company becomes aware of systemic platform
design issues, yet does not inform the public. The lack of
transparency means only Facebook knows the true extent of
the harms they cause.

○

Shifting focus from content takedowns, to regulating the
systems that create and amplify harms

○

Second, the company delays appropriate action, despite
awareness of the issue and the seriousness of the threat.

○

Third, the company deflects blame in the aftermath of a
crisis, and uses PR strategies and inadequate self-regulatory
mechanisms to restore its reputation and avoid further public
scrutiny.

●

Given the business model is based on extractive data practices and
algorithmic amplification of sensational and extreme content, there
is a fundamental tension between what is best for the company and
what is best for the public.

●

Australia continues to use self- and co-regulatory models to govern
Big Tech, despite these models not being adequate to address the
severity of the threats this industry now poses to Australian society.
Direct government regulation is the way forward.

Introduction
The US Capitol insurrection is not the ﬁrst time the real and complex risks
associated with Facebook’s unfettered business model have damaged
democracy. The company has a track record of enabling political processes
and regimes to be undermined, including the Philippines election, the Brexit
referendum, the election of Trump, and incitement of violence in Myanmar
and Ethiopia.
As the Federal election looms, the risks posed by Facebook to Australia’s
democracy require urgent consideration. Australia is not immune to the
manipulation of public sentiment through mis- and disinformation, foreign
interference, and targeted political ads.
For example:

●

Facebook has demonstrated how readily it will wield its power over
Australia’s access to information when it ‘turned off the news’ during
a global pandemic and in peak bushfire season.

●

Facebook failed to remove the bogus death tax claims that plagued
the 2019 Federal election despite its independent fact checking
process finding the material to be false.

●

COVID-19 misinformation through membership to and engagement
with Facebook groups continues to increase despite Facebook’s
assurances that it is taking action to remove content that violates its
rules.1

●

A 2021 July Senate hearing revealed that Australia has been the
target of a number of sophisticated foreign disinformation
campaigns, including a network linked to marketing firms based in
the UAE, Nigeria and Egypt.2

Examining Facebook’s increasing influence over contemporary politics over
the last five years reveals that the platform is unwilling and incapable of
effective self-regulation (or co-regulation). The company persistently chooses
profit above public safety, highlighting the need for stronger regulation.

TIMELINE:

Facebook’s power
over politics and
information

Facebook uncovers Russian
election interference

JUNE 2016

Facebook’s algorithm
changed to prioritise content
from friends and family
Summary: Facebook disregarded concerns
raised in 2015 after an internal engineer
observed that hyperpartisan and divisive
outlets received the most referral trafﬁc.
Signiﬁcance: Research following the 2016
election has revealed the algorithm change
suppressed public engagement with
mainstream news, making it difﬁcult for
Americans to access credible
election information.3

NOV 2016

AUG 2016

Philippines election
Summary: Campaign documents
reveal Rodrigo Duterte strategically
used Facebook’s algorithm to spark
anger and spread misinformation to
win the presidency.4
Signiﬁcance: This is an early
demonstration of Facebook’s role
in undermining political processes.
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Summary: Facebook security chief, Alex
Stamos, ﬁrst assembled a group of engineers
to monitor Russian activity in June 2016.
Evidence of Russian accounts sharing
Democratic National Committee leaks and
propaganda were discovered by November.5
As the team uncovered more Russian
disinformation there were growing tensions
over how much to publicly disclose.6
A detailed memorandum written by Stamos
in early 2017 explaining the interference was
scrubbed for mentions of Russia.
Signiﬁcance: Facebook failed to intervene in
Russia’s disinformation campaign and
deliberately withheld information from the
public regarding major foreign interference
in the US election.

SEP 2017

Facebook discloses
Russian interference
Summary: The company revealed
that beginning in June 2015, Russians
had paid Facebook $100,000 to run
around 3,000 ads and a network of
Russians posed as Americans
spreading misinformation to divide
and sow distrust within the American
electorate.7 Research has since
shown that those 3,000 ads were just
the tip of the iceberg, for example, six
Russia-linked Facebook pages had
been shared 340 million times.8
Signiﬁcance: This reveals the
extent of Russia’s coordinated
disinformation campaign.

JAN 2018

Algorithm changes to
prioritise “meaningful social
interactions”, steers users
away from authoritative
political news
Summary: The new algorithm’s weighting
of user comments and shares ampliﬁed
misinformation and hate with internal
reports raising concerns about the long
term effects on democracy.9 Former
employees revealed that after engineers
discovered the impacts of the changes on
right-leaning publishers, the algorithm
was tweaked to affect left-leaning outlets
more than initially intended.10
Signiﬁcance: Zuckerberg made
decisions to reject proposed solutions
from data scientists due to concerns
about reduced engagement (and
therefore reduced proﬁt).

MAR 2018

Former Cambridge
Analytica employee
reveals the firm
harvested more than 50
million Facebook profiles
Summary: The analytics ﬁrm played
a major role in both the Leave
campaign for the Brexit referendum
and Trump’s 2016 election campaign
by developing psychological proﬁles
from harvested data in order to
target political ads. Documents
revealed that Facebook became
aware of the unprecedented data
breach in late 2015 but failed to
alert users.11
Signiﬁcance: The data harvested
from a personality-prediction app
on Facebook enabled Cambridge
Analytica to effectively predict and
inﬂuence the choices of millions of
voters, swaying two major elections
and undermining democracy in
the process.
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APR 2018

Facebook faces
US Senate hearing

NOV 2018

Facebook used to incite
violence in Myanmar 

Summary: In his ﬁrst appearance
before Congress prompted by
Cambridge Analytica, Zuckerberg
concedes that the company made a
mistake in not informing users of
the breach in 2015. When pressed on
how quickly Facebook responded to
Russian interference, Zuckerberg
admitted that the company’s efforts
were slow.12

Summary: Facebook acknowledged
it failed to respond to the spread of
hate speech and misinformation that
played a role in fomenting ofﬂine
violence in Myanmar.
The platform created an "enabling
environment" for the proliferation of
widespread violence against the
Rohingya minority which the UN has
said may amount to genocide.14

Signiﬁcance: The extent of Facebook’s
manipulation of the political leaning of
its users and the threat this poses to
democracy was publicly acknowledged
for the ﬁrst time.

Signiﬁcance: The extent of the
platform's ability to ﬂame real world
violence through online activity
became clear. This event provided
further evidence of Facebook’s lack
of integrity safeguards in non-English
speaking contexts.

OCT 2019

APR 2019

MAR 2019

A network of popular
Australian Facebook pages
was found to be controlled
from the Balkans
Summary: These pages, with a
combined reach of more than 130,000
Australians, post deliberately divisive
content on issues such as Islam,
refugees and political correctness to
fuel intolerance and racial viliﬁcation.
Signiﬁcance: Australia is not immune
to foreign interference that uses
Facebook’s platform to foster social
division and hate through the
manipulation of users.

Misinformation
circulates throughout
the Australian
Federal election
Summary: Facebook refused to
remove misinformation that Labor
would implement a death tax if Bill
Shorten won the election.16 Many
Australians shared this content
among friends and family, rendering
it outside of the electoral rules
requirements. Facebook’s stated
position was that it was not its role
to remove false information.
Signiﬁcance: This raised concerns
about Australian democracy’s
vulnerability to misinformation
online, as well as Facebook’s
inability to mitigate and be
accountable for the risks posed
by its platform.
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OCT 2019

In the lead up to the US
election, Facebook decided
not to moderate political ads
Summary: Despite the evidence of
disinformation as a major force in the 2016
US election, Facebook continued to keep
politicians exempt from Facebook’s
third-party fact checking program.17
Hundreds of Facebook employees wrote a
letter to Zuckerberg strongly objecting to
the policy, warning of the potential harm
this may cause in elections around the
world, proposing solutions which were
ultimately ignored.18
Signiﬁcance: This is yet another example
of Facebook making a decision in the
interest of proﬁt rather than public good,
leaving the 2020 election exposed to the
same risks as 2016.

Internal report found
Facebook’s own
content-recommendation
systems fuelled the growth
of troll farms
Summary: These coordinated
networks of pages run from outside
the US push provocative content,
largely targeting Christians, Black
Americans, and Native Americans,
the same demographics targeted in
2016.19 Troll farms reposted the
most engaging content, often
misinformation and highly
divisive content
Signiﬁcance: Facebook failed to
control these groups as troll farm
pages collectively reached 140 million
US users monthly in the lead up to the
2020 election, highlighting the extent
of foreign interference.

JUL 2020

AUG 2020

Ethnic unrest erupted after
the killing of Ethiopian
singer, Hachalu Hundessa,
following a politicallymotivated disinformation
campaign on Facebook

An internal presentation
reveals Facebook was
aware of Groups as
vehicles for violent,
divisive content and
misinformation

Summary: Killings were fuelled by the
rapid proliferation of hate speech and
incitement to violence on the platform.
In October 2021, Facebook
whistleblower Frances Haugen blamed
the platform’s engagement-based
ranking for “fanning ethnic violence”
in countries like Ethiopia.21

Summary: The presentation
revealed that Facebook’s recommendation systems boost Group
growth, amplifying the reach of
misinformation and hate speech
that thrive in these Groups.
Proposed restrictions were not
implemented due to their possible
effects on growth and conservative
Groups in particular. 22

Signiﬁcance: Facebook is aware that
this engagement-ranking system is
dangerous without effective integrity
and security systems, yet the company
has not implemented these measures
in most languages.

Signiﬁcance: Facebook once again
ignored warnings that the
platform’s own system was fueling
hyperpartisan and violent Groups,
ultimately failing to effectively
contain divisive and false content
in a period of heightened
political tension.
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SEPT 2020

Former data scientist,
Sophie Zhang, reveals the
extent of political
manipulation on Facebook
Summary: Zhang has spoken out
about concrete evidence of
governments and political parties
across 25 countries using fake
accounts or coordinated campaigns
to boost or hinder political
candidates or outcomes.23 When
ﬂagging these campaigns as a
concern, Zhang was often met with
inaction from Facebook’s leaders
leaving highly consequential
political content up to her
personal assessment.24
Signiﬁcance: This reveals both a
widespread abuse of Facebook’s
platform for political manipulation
as well as deliberate inaction on
Facebook’s behalf to protect
democratic processes in countries
outside of the US and
Western Europe.

OCT 2020

Facebook’s Oversight
Board began hearing
cases, two years after
it was first announced
Summary: The Oversight Board,
which includes 20 human rights
and technology experts, was
designed to give users an
independent third party to
whom they can appeal content
moderation decisions. Facebook
funds the board with a $130
million trust.
Signiﬁcance: The emphasis on
content moderation practices rather
than the platform’s systems and
processes, means that the Board
gives the impression of providing
oversight, whilst enabling Facebook
to avert more rigorous policy.25

DEC 2020

NOV 2020

Facebook ran an
experiment called
‘P(bad for the world)’
Summary: The company surveyed users
about whether posts they had seen
were “bad for the world” after algorithm
changes demoting harmful content.
The team noticed positive results except
that it led to less engagement time,
ultimately implementing a second
version of the algorithm change which
demoted harmful content less strongly
so that time spent on the platform did
not decrease.26
Signiﬁcance: This reveals that Facebook
is both aware that it ampliﬁes harmful
content and has the capacity to reduce
this but continues to prioritise user
engagement above all else.

Facebook reverses
election algorithm
changes
Summary: The changes involved
boosting the weight the algorithm
assigned according to “news
ecosystem quality” prioritising
content from authoritative outlets
over hyperpartisan sources during
the aftermath of the election.
Some employees asked whether
these measures could be made
permanent but executives
highlighted these “break glass”
measures were intended to
be temporary.27
Signiﬁcance: These changes reveal
that Facebook has the power and
the capacity to tweak its policies
to ensure misinformation is not
ampliﬁed, raising questions
about why this was not
implemented sooner and is not
a permanent policy.
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FEB 2021
JAN 2021

Violence on Capitol Hill
Summary: Facebook faced signiﬁcant
criticism for its role in the spread of
extremism and misinformation regarding
the outcome of the election, particularly
“Stop the Steal” groups. Research from
Avaaz showed that if Facebook had acted
earlier and proactively detoxed its
algorithm, it could have prevented an
estimated 10.1 billion views of content from
the top pages sharing misinformation.28
Signiﬁcance: The Capitol insurrection is a
stark reminder of the platform’s ability to
incite real world violence and undermine
democratic processes. Facebook’s
deﬂection of blame to other outlets and
platforms demonstrates its persistent
refusal of accountability for the risks it
poses to society and democracy.

Facebook turns off
Australian news
Summary: In response to the
Government’s news media
bargaining code, Facebook turned
off authoritative news leaving
known spreaders of misinformation
unaffected days before the
COVID-19 vaccine rollout and
during Australia’s bushﬁre
season.29 Restricted access to
domestic violence resources and
the Bureau of Meteorology
enhanced the negative impacts of
Facebook’s shut down.
Signiﬁcance: Facebook demonstrated
how readily it will wield its power over
Australia’s access to information
regardless of the consequences, and
its hostile response to regulation.

MAR 2021

US Congressional hearing
regarding social media’s role
in promoting extremism and
misinformation
Summary: Zuckerberg largely downplayed Facebook’s role in the January
riots, arguing that the “fault lies with
the people who broke the law and with
President Trump for inciting them.” He
avoided directly answering questions
about Facebook’s advertising model
and the algorithmic ampliﬁcation of
harmful content.
Signiﬁcance: Facebook failed to
effectively address the spread of
misinformation and hate in the lead up
to and aftermath of the 2020 election.

JUL 2021

Australian Senate
inquiry on foreign
interference through
social media
Summary: Facebook’s security policy
head revealed that Australian users have
been targeted in four highly sophisticated
disinformation attacks, including one
campaign focused on pushing Covid-19
misinformation. Other campaigns
included attacks on “public debate” and
“ﬁnancially motivated operations”. 30
Signiﬁcance: Australia is increasingly
vulnerable to foreign interference, and
the government has limited transparency
over the extent of the threat.
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SEPT 2021

“The Facebook Files”
Summary: The recent Wall Street Journal investigation
drew upon thousands of leaked internal documents
revealed by senior Facebook employee turned
whistle-blower Frances Haugen. Revelations included
evidence that Instagram makes body image issue
worse for teens, that Facebook’s algorithm is optimised
for outrage, that the platform is complicit in human
trafﬁcking, that it is targeting younger users, and that
a program known as XCheck exempts elites from the
platform’s rules.31 Haugen also claimed that Facebook
should take responsibility for its role in inciting the
Capitol riots through turning off election safeguards
(e.g. algorithm changes that prioritised authoritative
news) that would have limited the spread of online
hate and misinformation.
Signiﬁcance: “The Facebook Files” conclusively
demonstrated that Facebook is aware of the harms
caused by its products and services, and that it
persistently chooses proﬁt over the public interest.

Facebook has proven it cannot regulate itself
The timeline reveals that incidents of serious societal harm (including
election interference and incitement of violence) are not one off events but
rather, part of a repeated pattern of behaviour by Facebook:
1.

First, the company becomes aware of systemic platform design
issues (e.g. algorithm changes in 2018 that steered users away from
credible information sources), yet does not inform the public. The
lack of transparency means only Facebook knows the true extent of
the harms they cause.

2.

Second, the company delays appropriate action, despite awareness
of the issue and the seriousness of the threat (e.g. the incitement of
violence in Myanmar). In some cases, Zuckerberg explicitly expressed
concerns about reduced engagement as the rationale for inaction.

3.

Third, the company deflects blame in the aftermath of a crisis (e.g.
Zuckerberg emphasising the role of rioters and Trump for the Capitol
insurrection) and then uses PR strategies and inadequate
self-regulatory mechanisms (such as carefully curated research to
downplay its harms32 and the toothless Oversight Board) to restore its
reputation and avoid further public scrutiny.

Analysing this pattern of behaviour by Facebook requires an understanding
of Big Tech’s business model. The common description of Big Tech’s business
model as based on ad revenue is overly simplistic. It is more accurate to
describe these companies as monopolies built upon the ownership and
profit from big data. Through the algorithmic collecting, linking and analysis
of the data points of billions of users, they are not just able to predict user
behaviour and thought (both as consumers and citizens), but actively shape
it. This is hugely valuable. In fact, it is the source of Big Tech’s economic and
political power.33
If this data is a central resource, and Big Tech’s voracious appetite for data
can only be satiated by disregard for privacy, then privacy scandals, such as
Cambridge Analytica, are inevitable. These extractive data practices are not
‘accidental oversteps’, but rather necessary consequences of its business
model.34

Big data, combined with content curation algorithms, targets users with
personalised content that seeks to keep them on the platform for ongoing
value extraction35. As Frances Haugen’s US Senate testimony outlined,
Facebook knows that content that elicits an extreme reaction is more likely to
get a click, a comment or a reshare, and is therefore more profitable for the
company. The company uses “engagement based ranking” algorithms that
guide users towards less nuanced, more extreme content. This has
devastating consequences for our public square, fragmenting and polarising
society, and hindering our capacity for genuine political discourse. This threat
is particularly salient during elections when manipulation of the information
ecosystem can sway votes.
Given that extractive data practices and algorithmic amplification of
sensational and extreme content are at the heart of the business model that
has enabled Facebook to grow into a trillion dollar empire, there is little
incentive for structural change. Revelations by Haugen demonstrate,
Facebook is aware of the issues, as well as potential solutions, but persistently
chooses “astronomical profits before people”36.

Australia’s ‘light touch’ approach with Big Tech regulation is outdated
Since the ‘90s Australia has pioneered a unique, flexible multi-path approach
to industry regulation, covering four broad categories:
●

Self-regulation: an arrangement where where industries develop and
administer their own arrangements

●

Quasi-regulation: a broad set of rules and arrangements which
government may actively influence but do not explicitly require
compliance with

●

Co-regulation: an Australian borne system where industry develops
and administers its own arrangements, but government provides
legislative backing to enable the arrangements to be enforced

●

Black letter law: explicit regulation by primary and subordinate
legislation

●

Universal application is required ...or

●

There is a systemic compliance problem with a history of intractable
disputes and repeated or flagrant breaches of fair trading principles,
and no possibility of effective sanctions being applied”

Big Tech’s influence on democracy is undoubtedly high risk, high impact, and
as the timeline documents, it has a systemic problem with compliance.
Given this fundamental tension between what is best for the company and
what is best for the public, direct government regulation is the only pathway
to holding Facebook to account. Despite this, Australia continues to rely on
self- and co-regulation. For example:
●

The recent Australian Code of Practice on Disinformation and
Misinformation was drafted by DIGI, an industry association of which
Facebook was a founder. The Code has been widely criticised as
being weak38. It is voluntary and opt-in, with signatories deciding
which commitments they report against. The newly announced
oversight Board and public complaints faculty has no substantial
enforcement powers.

●

The new Online Safety Act 2021 that sets out core Basic Online Safety
Expectations for the digital industry includes a suite of new codes
and industry standards that will be developed by industry in the first
instance.39

●

We are expecting an Online Privacy Code that, under the process
described in the Privacy Act 1988, will be initially drafted by industry
representatives.40

This multi-path approach leaves open the possibility for a range of regulatory
responses to any industry, some ‘light’ and some ‘hard touch’. In 2010, the
Australian Government released a Best Practice Regulation Handbook37 that
outlined criteria and considerations to assist policy makers assess which level
of regulation was most appropriate.
The handbook is out of use, however, its principles form a solid framework for
analysis. It suggests that self-regulation is a feasible option only if:
●

“There is no strong public interest concern, in particular no major
public health and safety concerns

●

The problem is a low-risk event, of low impact or significance, and

●

The problem (could) be fixed by the market itself”

It also noted that explicit government regulation should be considered
where:
●

“The problem is high-risk, of high impact or significance; for
example, a major public health and safety issue

●

The community requires the certainty provided by legal sanctions

While this flexible, multi-path approach to regulation has worked well for
most industries, Big Tech must now ‘step up’ into Black letter law. Big Tech
has benefitted from the ‘light touch’ mechanisms, hard earned by
responsible industries, for too long. Now is the time for the Government to
urgently update its approach to regulating Big Tech.

Overarching policy directions
To adequately address the scale of these threats in Australia, particularly
during elections, three fundamental shifts are necessary in reshaping the
tech regulation landscape:

1.

A ‘Black Letter Law’ by default approach: Big tech poses big risks.
The ‘next generation’ of Australian tech regulation needs to start
from the premise that self-regulation (and co-regulation) will not be
sufficient. International developments indicate a shift in this direction
too, with both the US and EU increasingly looking to pass primary
legislation, empower existing regulators and explore new regulators,
to rein in Big Tech.

2.

Requiring increased transparency: Transparency is a critical first
step in understanding the problem in greater depth and finding
evidenced based solutions. Facebook should be required to release
data, including about its algorithms, to an independent oversight
body that works with academics and other agencies, to conduct
research and enforce compliance, with penalties where required.
In the short term, for the upcoming Federal election, digital
platforms at the very least should make available a “live-list” of
election related mis- and disinformation trending on social media,
through a query-able database. The administration of the Live-list
could sit under the Electoral Integrity Assurance Taskforce.

3.

Shifting from a focus on content take down, to addressing Big
Tech’s systems: Approaches centred around increased content
moderation (which focus on takedown/deletion of harmful and illegal
content) are not systemic solutions, nor are they commensurate with
the scale of the problem at hand. Content take down approaches are
essentially attempting to play a game of content ‘whack-a-mole’.
Instead, companies should be required to focus on the role of
platform design features and algorithms that promote harmful and
illegal content. Again, external auditing by an independent oversight
body should take a systems view to assess how firms intend to stop
the spread of mis- and disinformation.
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